
Wedding Celebration

1. Adverb

2. Adverb

3. Adverb

4. Adverb

5. Noun

6. Noun

7. Noun

8. Verb - Past Tense

9. Verb - Base Form
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Wedding Celebration

Ryan was immediately captivated by Nancy the moment he Adverb her across the rooftop of Medjool

restaurant, the Adverb in her hair, the soft lights casting a Adverb Adverb on her face,

many years ago... at least that's how Nancy likes to tell the story. But, it wasn't until January 2009 that we

bumped into each other on Noun Noun , a Noun that we had both Verb - Past 

Tense down on a regular basis without crossing paths, that something started in earnest.

That something is what has lead us to Verb - Base Form our lives together. We've experienced awesome

adventures around the world, lazy days lounging with friends in Dolores Park, many, many joint projects, dinner

parties, an addiction to True Blood (the tv show, to be clear), two Giants World Series Wins and one 49er

Superbowl appearance, career changes, ski trips that involved a lot of frustration at the beginning, lots of

learning about how to be a good friend to the person you love, and at long last, the realization that although we're

both very independent people, capable of existing on our own, we're definitely better off together.

Ryan is punctual, Nancy is not so much. Ryan is athletic and always enjoys a physical challenge, Nancy would

much rather skip the gym and lounge at brunch for four hours. Nancy is eager to go to every event and stay out

as late as possible, Ryan not so much. Nancy thinks every person is good until proven otherwise, Ryan thinks

people need to earn that trust first. Together we almost make a normal, well-balanced person.
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